Pattern: Junebug and Darlin
Quote from U.S. State Department official, George Kent. Watch his testimony, along with Rachel’s reaction to receiving cross stitches and embroideries of this pattern here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uh3ZA4mAAvs
Warren campaign cross stitch patterns:
Creator of #ArchivesAreNotNeutral: a.d. stevens
@k_bubbs (Twitter)

Donation: RAICES
https://www.raicestexas.org/ways-to-give/donate/
**Designer:**
@sew_marie_studio (Instagram)

**Donations:**
- Black Lives Matter Philly
- Center for Black Equity
- Louisville Community Bail Fund
- Columbus Freedom Fund
- Richmond Bail Fund
Breaking the fast is optional.
Breaking the oppressive system is mandatory.
Some things to read...

how women are changing the world with textiles by Wendy Syfret

Quiet Activism and the New Amateur: The Power of Home and Hobby Crafts by Fiona Hackney

When Crafts Become Activism: A More Beautiful Movement By Tracy L. Barnett

Black People Were the Original “Craftivists” by Ruth Terry

A Stitch in Time: Third-Wave Feminist Reclamation of Needled Imagery by Ricia A. Chansky

Craft’s Long History In Radical Protest Movements by Jessica Bateman

The Evolution of Craft in Contemporary Feminist Art by Carolyn E. Packer

The Subversive Stitch: Embroidery and the Making of the Feminine by Rozsika Parker
Next on the recommended reading list is #DecolonizingWealth by @VillanuevaEdgar

Only 8% of grant money coming out of Foundations goes to communities of color.